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DATA SHEET 

Name: PINK ROBIN Aronia Gin 

Alcohol: 44% 

Bottle Sizes: 50 cl & 20cl   

Producer: Imagine Spirits 

Origin: Istria, Croatia 

Distillation Process: Vapour Infusion, one shot distillation. 

 

A modern, very fragrant and aromatic GIN, produced from the distillation of 12 botanicals, gently 

infused in Aronia berries. Contrary to most of the "Flavoured" Gin,  which have a candy flavour and 

result very sweet, the Pink Robin retains the dry characteristic of a classic London Dry Gin, and 

therefore can be used even for classical cocktails like Dry Martini and Negroni 

 

Botanicals 

Most of the botanicals that we use are organic and sourced locally, like the Croatian Juniper 

considered one of the best of the world and used by many famous gin producers of Gin.  

In addition to the „classic 4“, Juniper berries, Coriander seeds, Angelica and Orris roots), there are: 

-3 different types of pepper (Cubeb Pepper, Paradise Grains, Monk`s Pepper) which give a spicy 

touch. 

-3 citrus (Bitter Orange flowers, Grapefruit and Lemon peel), which make Pink Robin especially 

suitable for refreshing Cocktails. 

-Lavender flowers, cultivated in our garden, which give a fragrant fresh note 

-Almonds, which give body to the Gin balancing the more spicy and aromatic notes. 

Once distilled, the GIN is left for a month in infusion with Aronia berries, which in addition to a very 

special aroma (a mixture of red raspberries, citrus and tannins) give the special (not garish) purple 

red/ pink colour. 

NO essence, artificial colorants or sweeteners are used before or after the distillation.  

 

Production 

Located few Km from the sea, between the picturesque cities of Vrsar and Rovinj, and surrounded by 

olives trees and vineyards, the distillery has been built according to eco friendly and highest quality 

standards. 

In our distillation process we do not burn any combustible, and most of the electricity is produced by 

a Photovoltaic Solar system.  

The Pink Robin gin is handcrafted in small batches of just 200 bottles, using special customized 

copper pot still for a slow and gentle distillation process „DOUBLE VAPOUR INFUSION“, where the 

botanicals are placed on special baskets positioned in the distilling column.  

 

Testing Notes 

On the nose, the Pink Robin is spicy and are perceptible the classic aromas of juniper mixed with the 

fruity and harsh notes of Aronia with a subtle scent of lavender and citrus. 

On the palate its taste explodes in juniper, pepper and fresh coriander, then turns into bitter with 

herbaceous notes, which are well balanced with the fresh notes of citrus fruits. Final with notes of 

almond and red fruits.  
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Bottle 

The unique octagonal shape, with long faces and bright extra flint glass, gives the bottle a pure, 

precious and elegant grace. The sober design recalls the timelessly classic Eau de Cologne. A 13mm 

thick glass base reinforces the irregular octagonal shape making it a very stable bottle and casting 

the light upon the purple colour of the gin. 

 

Awards 

The Pink Robin Gin was launched in November 2019, and two months later, in January 2020, won 

already the first round at the Gin World Awards in London (UK), and it was among the finalists for 

being the world´s best flavored gin. 

In February it won the gold medal at the GAST 2020 in Split (Croatia). 

In May, it won the Gran Gild medal at the Frankfurt International Trophy in Frankfurt (Germany)  

In June it won the Silver medal at the Gin Master competition organized by the magazine “The Spirits 

Business. 

 

Curiosity  

The plant from which the Aronia berries grow is a bush of North American origin. Thanks to the very 

high concentration of Vitamin C and Vitamin A, Aronia berries help the immune system and are 

effective against hypertension and problems related to microcirculation.  

They also contain excellent amounts of vitamin K. 

The dark colour is given by anthocyanins, a pigment that is also a powerful antioxidant. 

Anthocyanins exert a positive action on the whole organism, they are in fact precious allies against 

free radicals and stimulate cell regeneration, protect veins, and improve microcirculation, keeping 

the skin young. 

For our GIN we use organically grown Aronia not far from our distillery; the berries are first naturally 

dried, and then left to infuse in the GIN for about 4 weeks. 

 


